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It is notoriously hard to express computational complexity properties of
programs in programming logics based on a semantics which respects
extensional function equality. That is a serious impediment to applications
of programming logics requiring reasoning about complexity. This paper
shows how to use existing mechanisms to define internal computational
complexity measures in logics that support inductively defined types,
dependent products, and functions. The method exploits a feature of
inductive definitions in constructive type theory, namely that implicit
proof codes are kept with the objects showing how they are presented in
the inductive class. The idea is illustrated by giving a formal inductive
definition of PTime based on ideas from Leivant’s work and on Bellantoni
and Cook’s approach. Then a complexity measure is defined on elements
of this class. This paper discusses the limitations of this idea and the need
for faithfulness guarantees that link internal complexity classes to the
implementation of the logic. The paper concludes with a definition of
resource bounded logics and a discussion of interesting lines of investiga-
tion of these logics which have the potential to make practical uses of
results from computational complexity theory in formal reasoning about
the efficiency of programs. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Most programming logics use this rule for extensional function equality:
f =A  B g iff \x : A . f (x)=B g(x).
The functions f and g may be given by programs. In the metatheory of the
programming logic, we have access to a finer equality, the equality on f and g as
programs or terms. Given this access to the program structure, we can define the
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usual computational complexity measures, say time( f ) and space( f ) with respect to
the operational semantics of the programming language. But in the object theory,
we lose access to these measures since they do not respect the function equality.
It is unacceptable that a programming logic cannot express computational com-
plexity. Logics are needed to prove not only that a program solves a problem, but
also that it solves it efficiently.
To express computational complexity in the object logic, we might define a finer
equality on functions, say some intensional equality. But experience has shown that
such logics are difficult to use and difficult to interface with conventional mathe-
matics. Another approach is to use a logic, say Bounded Linear Logic [19], that
keeps track of computational resources. This requires a great deal of as yet
unfinished work to show that such an axiomatization of programming is
manageable.
The issues in this paper are to look for an existing mechanism in a constructive
programming logic that can express computational complexity in a natural way
and to look for a minimal addition to the logic that guarantees that this definition
is faithful to complexity measures like space( f ) and time( f ) derived from the opera-
tional semantics.
Perhaps the most natural mechanism that we might expect to find already pre-
sent in a rich logic is the ability to define subtypes of the computable functions
corresponding to computational complexity classes. For instance, it would be no
surprise if we could define the class of primitive recursive functions over the natural
numbers or the elementary functions over them or over a free algebra, and there are
well-known characterizations of these classes in terms of computational complexity
[8, 37, 43]. Even more striking are the structural characterizations of PTime and
PSpace [8, 27]. The results of Bellantoni and Cook or Leivant are particularly
perspicuous for this purpose [6, 3133]. We will exploit this obvious mechanism by
formally defining PTime in constructive type theory. The first notable point is that
the definition is very natural, one just transcribes the Bellantoni and Cook defini-
tion. We will briefly discuss how this simple result can be applied in a programming
logic such as Nuprl to prove that mathematical functions are in PTime, and to
prove in the metatheory the ‘‘standard’’ ways of constructing these functions given
polynomial time presentations of them.
The technique of providing formal definitions of computational complexity
classes in type theory is a starting point for other more subtle investigations. For
instance, we could polish the details so that several classes of functions over free
algebras could be uniformly represented, say in the style of Leivant [34]. We could
define formal versions of the feasible operators such as bounded recursion on nota-
tion or ramified recursion [49] or the classification of inputs to recursion operators
into safe and normal a la Bellantoni and Cook. These could be used to define
restricted forms of induction and recursive definition. At the metalevel we know
that these are feasible operators, and thus at the metalevel we can know that tactics
produce only feasible proofs and feasible extractions from constructive proofs.
I believe that this work is best done in the context of a particular implemented
system, like Nuprl [10], and demonstrated in practice. We are proceeding along
these lines, but that is not the subject of this article.
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Instead of pursuing the lines mentioned above, I want to develop the idea that
the same technique used to formalize the inductive classes provides a finer analysis
of computational complexity. It is possible to define complexity measures on the
elements of inductively defined function classes. This idea could also be pursued
along practical lines, but in this paper we look at a theoretical issue. Namely we
need a connection between the internal model of complexity measures such as
Time, Space, or some measure M and the ‘‘real,’’ i.e., external complexity measures
of the implementation of the logic, which we denote with lower case spellings of the
measure names, such as time, space, or measure m.
The basic idea is to notice that the computational interpretation of an inductively
defined class of functions, say C(A  B) defined over A  B, contains in it an
implicit system of proof codes that can be used to define complexity. We will show
that given f # C(A  B) we can define Time( f ) and Space( f ) in terms of these
codes. We are exploiting a fact that is naturally part of constructive inductive
definitions, not introducing a new mechanism just for the sake of defining com-
plexity. This mechanism is also present in programming languages like ML that
support inductive types.
From outside the logic, we can see that certain internal measures such as
Time( f ) and Space( f ) are faithful, but we cannot say this inside. That is, for
f # C(A  B), we might claim that Time( f ) is feasible, say bounded by a
polymonial in the size of the input, yet for some g= f with code(g)=code( f ),
time(g) might be of exponential complexity. We say that a measure, like Time, is
faithful, as long as there is some g and some external complexity measure, say time,
such that Time( f )=time(g) and code( f )=code(g).
In order to express faithfulness of a measure inside the logic, we need access to
the actual evaluator inside the logic. This can be done by reflection, following the
method in [3]. We discuss these points in Section 3.
1.2. Scope of the Work
The topic we investigate is very rich; it abounds with interesting theoretical ques-
tions that have a direct bearing on building practical resource bounded logics.
These logics are needed to aid formal reasoning about the computational com-
plexity of programs. Moreover, when the results are presented in the context of
foundational type theories, as done here, we see that they address the issue of the
computational complexity of the solutions to any mathematical problem, not only
those recognized to be programming problems per se [22, 23]. These ideas provide
a narrow bridge for carrying ideas and results from computational complexity
theory into semantics and verification practice. Perhaps results can be carried the
other way as well, using proof development systems to attack the P=NP problem.
The technical content of this note is narrowly focused on the basic technique
discussed above, but it also discusses the broader issues and points out interesting
open questions and lines of investigation. Attempting to deal with any of the other
topics in a technical way would considerably expand this short article. Until we
know more about the practical applications, it seems inadvisable to fix the for-
malization. For instance, analyzing the exact cost measure for time and space in a
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practical higher-order programming logic (one that included an applied lambda
calculus) and relating it to standard cost models for register machines is quite
involved [1, 30, 52]. Providing enough detail about the reflection of terms and
evaluation inside the logic to state the theorem that we can define faithful com-
plexity measures in logics with reflection would involve repeating with minor varia-
tions details that are found elsewhere [3]. Defining parameterized recursive types
[12] needed to illustrate the formalism exactly is also quite involved. So we take
the middle road of outlining the main ideas and key points and referencing other
works for examples of the details.
2. BASIC CONCEPTS
2.1. A Simple Type Theory
The results are given for an especially simple but powerful type theory, essentially
a subset of Nuprl type theory [10]. Its base types are just unit, sometimes denoted
1, and void and the types Typei , a stratification of the class of types. The element
of unit is just a dot, } . The constructors are dependent function (6), dependent
product (7), and subset type, [x : A | B(x)]. We denote the language by 6+7+:
6x : A .B(x) are those functions f such that for all a # A,
f (a) # B(a) ( f (a) is also written ap( f, a)).
7x : A .B(x) are those pairs (a, b) such that a # A and b # B(a),
and we say 1of ((a, b) )=a, 2of ((a, b) )=b.
[x : A | B(x)] are those elements a of A such that there is an element b in B(a).
It must be that A is a type and B(a) is a type for each a # A. Functions are given
by * terms, *(x .b). We also allow the disjoint union, A+B, of types A and B. The
elements are the injections, inl(a) and inr(b). There is a predicate, is left, to decide
in which disjunct an element belongs, and inverse operations, outl, outr.
Each type A comes with an equality relation, a=b in A. The equalities on 7
and 6 types are standard, that is, component-wise for pairs, extensional function
equality.
The types Typei are stratifications of the class of types into levels called universes.
Each Typei contains the base types and is closed under all the type constructors
defined here. Moreover, Typei # Typej iff i< j.
To express inheritance we use a notion of subtype, AC=B. We say AC=B iff a=b
in A implies a=b in B. This entails that x # B for any x in A. Notice, that void C=A
for all types A.
Simple recursive types are denoted +(x .Fx). These are well formed if Fx is a type
whenever x is a type, and if xC=y then FxC=Fy . Also, if FxC=B for any xC=B and
F is monotone on subsets of B, then +(x .F ) is a type and +(x .F )C=B. (This last
clause generalizes somewhat the recursive types currently allowed in systems such
as Coq and Nuprl. The ideas behind these constructs are similar to [18, 45].)
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Parameterized recursive types, denoted +(x .Fx ; y), are axiomatized similarly to
the simple ones [12, 39]. We are defining a family of recursive types indexed by a
type A; the parameter y ranges over A. To be a legal member of Typei at a # A,
it is required that +(x .Fx ; a) satisfy the two conditions that F is a type for
x # A  Typei and F is monotone, i.e., x1C=x2 implies Fx1C=Fx2 .
Under the propositions-as-types correspondence, we think of Typei also as Propi ,
the propositions at level i; and +(x .Fx ; y) then defines recursively defined
predicates on A. This is the interpretation we will stress.
We say that a # +(X .F ) iff a # F[+(X .F )X]. With each recursive type +(X .F )
there is a recursion combinator, +&ind, which defines the +(X .F ) recursive func-
tions. The typing rule is
H |&a # +(X .F ) H, X : Typei , z : F, f : X  G |&g # G
H |&+&ind(a; z, f . g) # G
2.2. Propositions as Types
As is well known, the predicate calculus can be represented in a type theory such
as 6+7+ using the propositions-as-types principle. The key points are that proposi-
tions are represented as types that are inhabited exactly when the proposition is
true. The universal quantifier \x : A .B is represented as a function space, 6x : A .B,
and the existential quantifier _x : A .B is represented as 7x : A .B. The type A+B
represents disjunction.
2.3. Examples
Example 1. The natural numbers can be defined as +(N .1+N) with 0=inl( } )
and succ(x)=inr(x). The primitive recursive functions are defined by the com-
binator +&ind (details are not critical to the results).
Example 2. We define the set of functions in N  N built from given arbitrary
base functions in the subtype of N  N called B, and the operation C of composi-
tion, i.e., C( f, g)=*(x . f (g(x))) also written f b g. Call this type C(N  N). It is
defined recursively below.
To make the definition read intuitively we abbreviate
7x : A .B(x) by [x : A & B(x)].
We also rely on the propositions-as-types correspondence to write certain types as
predicates. We assume that for each type A the equality is written a=b in A or
a=A b or just a=b if this type A is clear.
C(N  N) is defined as [ f : N  N & InC( f )] for InC( f ) the recursively defined
predicate:
InC( f ) iff _g : B . f= g in N  N
6 _g1 , g2 : N  N .InC(g1) and InC(g2) and f=C(g1 , g2).
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The elements of C(N  N) are pairs, ( f, pf ) , where f is the function and pf is
an element of the recursively defined membership predicate. We think of pf as a
proof object witnessing that f is indeed in the recursively defined subset of N  N.
Let us abbreviate C(N  N) by C. Let fun(t)=1of (t) and code(t)=2of (t). We say
that code(t) is the witnessing code. From code(t) we can reconstruct the term fun(t).
We call this a term inductively constructed in C.
Here are some elements of C assuming that bi are in B. The base elements are
(bi , inl ((bi , eq) )) , where eq is an element of the proposition bi= f in N  N when
it is viewed as a type. A typical composite element is
(C(b1 , b2), inr((b1 , b2 , ((b1 , inl ((b1 , eq) )) , (b2 , inl ((b2 , eq) )), eq)) )) .
3. DEFINING COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
3.1. Evaluation and Meta-Level Complexity
A careful definition of the language, 6+7+ (Promise), would be based on a class
of terms. The definition would include these clauses (it can define most of Nuprl):
x # var
x # term
t # term
inl (t) # term
inr(t) # term
x # var, t # term
*(x . t) # term
a # term f # term
ap( f, a) # term
a # term, b # term
(a, b) # term
x # var t # term
+(x . t) # term
t # term, z # var f # term g # term
+&ind(t; z, f . g) # term
Computation is defined by structured operational semantics; for example, we have
these rules among others:
f a *(x .b) a a a$ b[a$x] a c
ap( f, a) a c
g[az, *(x .+&ind(x; z, f . g)f )] a c
+&ind(a; z, f . g) a c
We also allow a call-by-name application apn( f, a).
We can define computational complexity based on this kind of scheme or on a
rewrite semantics. For example, a simple step count can be defined by1
time( f ) a n time(bax ) a m
time(ap( f, a)) a (n+m+1).
This approach allows us to define both an evaluation function and a time-com-
plexity function on terms. Given f a function term
eval ( f ) : [x : term | _y : term f (x) a y]  term
time( f ) : [x : term | _y : term . f (x) a y]  N.
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These are the metalevel evaluation and time-complexity functions. In some sense
they give the actual complexity of terms relative to a particular implementation of
the programming language. It is a nontrivial matter to find a time measure that is
‘‘realistic’’ [1, 4, 14, 28, 30, 40, 44]. We want to know that measure is PTime
related to compiled code for a register machine [40]. This topic is beyond the
scope of this article.
3.2. Reflected Computation
In a language with recursive types and dependent types like 6+7+ it is easy to
reflect the term structure and evaluation structure into the object language, building
the internal type Term and the internal Eval and Time functions. This was done in
detail for Nuprl [3]. We will briefly refer to these ideas later.
3.3. Computational Complexity Classes
Summary of Problem and a Solution
The technical barrier between semantic theories and complexity theory is that
semantics deals with (computable) functions in order to interface with conventional
mathematics, and complexity theory deals with algorithms since costs depend on
the details of the algorithm.
A mediating notion is the idea of a computational complexity class such as PTime
for the polynomial time computable functions. This is a class of functions such that
there exists an algorithm computing the function in polynomial time. We know
from work in the 1960s and 1970s that some complexity classes can be inductively
defined [8, 43]. We show how to formally define PTime in a natural way. This will
lead to a way of specifying complexity measures on elements of PTime.
Inductive Classes of Functions
Let us look in more detail at the form of inductive definitions in type theory [10,
12, 17, 42] as defined in Section 2. We are going to define a class of functions that
has the form [ f : D & Poly( f )], where Poly( f ) is a recursive predicate. The form of
the predicate is that f belongs either to a base type, Base, or is built from opera-
tions of composition, Comp, or recursion, Rec. Thus, this definition is similar in
spirit to the definition of C(N  N) in Section 2. We will pick Base, Rec, and
Comp so that the classes defined are the polynomial time functions. The key to
doing this elegantly is in the work of Leivant [31] from LICS ’91; the particular
result I use (at Leivant’s suggestion) is from Bellantoni and Cook [6].
Let N=[0, 1] list. This represents the natural numbers in the usual way
(allowing degenerate leading 0’s, low order bits at the head). Let N0=1, the unit
type, and Nn+1=N_Nn.
The functions we study have two kinds of numerical inputs, called normal and
safe in [6]. We think of them as canonical inputs (or normal) and noncanonical (or
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nonnormal) respectively. So they have type Nn_Nm  N. The left arguments are
canonical (Nn). We use N0 to indicate the absence of an input. The various function
spaces are collected into a single domain, D, by taking the disjoint union.
Definition. D= n : N . m: N .Nn_N m  N.
The form of any element of D is (n, m, f ) for f the function. The selection func-
tions for f # D are norm( f )=n, safe( f )=m, fun( f )=f.
As above, let [x : A & Bx] abbreviate the dependent product type, 7x : A .Bx . We
also use the Nuprl phrase a (P(x)) for P a proposition. This is a proposition whose
computational content has been ‘‘squashed.’’ The official definition is [1 | P(x)], so
the value is } if P(x) is true, otherwise the type is empty.
The Base functions are divided into five classes C0 , ..., C4 . Note that C1( f ) are
the projection functions, where proj(i, n, m)(x1 , ..., xn ; xn+1 , ..., xn+m)=xi provided
we do not project out the element of 1. C2( f ) are the two successor functions,
s0( } ; x)=0x and s1( } ; x)=1x. C3( f ) is the predecessor function, pred( } ; 0)=0 and
pred( } ; ix)=x.
Definition.
C0( f )==norm( f )=0
6 safe( f )=0
6 fun( f )=*p .0
C1( f )==_n, m, i : N .norm( f )=n
6 safe( f )=m
6 fun( f )= proj(n, m, i)
C2( f )==_j : [0, 1] .norm( f )=0
6 safe( f )=1
6 fun( f )=sj
C3( f )==norm( f )=0
6 safe( f )=1
6 fun( f )= pred
C4( f )==norm( f )=0
6 safe( f )=3
6 fun( f )=cond.
C4( f ) is the conditional function, where
cond( } ; a, b, c)=if a mod 2=0 then b else c fi.
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Along with these types, we introduce constructors to build elements: base0 builds
the zero function, (0, 0, *x .0) , base2(n, m, i) builds the projection, base2(i) builds
the successor, base3 the predecessor, and base4 the conditional.
Recursion is allowed ‘‘on notation’’, that is, we can define a function f by
recursion as
f (0, x ; a )=g(x , a )
f (iy, x ; a )=hi ( y, x ; f ( y, x ; a ), a ).
We introduce the recursion combinator Rec(n, m) to accomplish this form of
recursion. Its type is
(Nn_Nm  N)  (N n+1_Nm+1_N)  (N n+1_Nm+1  N)  (Nn+1_Nm  N).
The combinator reduces as follows:
Rec(n, m)(g)(h1)(h2)(0, x ; a ) = g(x ; a )
Rec(n, m)(g)(h1)(h2)(iy, x ; a )=hi ( y, x ; Rec(n, m)(g)(h1)(h2)( y, x ; a ), a ).
We also use a ‘‘safe composition’’ combinator Comp(n, m) whose type is
(Nn_Nm  N)  (N n_N 0  N)n  (N n_N m  N)m  (Nm_Nm  N).
Given h # Nn_Nm  N, r # (Nn_N0  N)n, and t # (N n_Nm  N)m
Comp(n, m)(h)(r )(t )(x ; a )=h(r (x; } ); t (x ; a )).
This form of composition can be used to write in combinator form a function
expression, say f (x ; a ), in terms of safe composition and projections as long as there
is no subexpression g(e 1 ; e 2) with ai appearing among the canonical arguments, e 1 .
Using these constructs we are almost ready to define a class B which will be
PTime.
First let
Rec( f )==_n, m : N ._g, h1 , h2 : D .
poly(g) 6 Poly(h1) 6 Poly(h2) 6
a (norm(g)=n
6 safe(g)=m
6 norm(hi)=n+1
6 safe(hi)=m+1 for i=1, 2
6 fun( f )=Rec(n, m)( fun(g))( fun(h1))( fun(h2)))
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Comp( f )==_n, m : N ._h : D ._r : Dn ._t : Dm .
Poly(h) 6 Poly (r ) 6 Poly (t ) 6
a (norm(h)=n
6 safe(h)=m
6 \i : [1, n] . (norm(ri)=n
6 safe(r i)=0)
6 \j : [1, m] . (norm(tj)=n 6 safe(tj)=m)
6 fun( f )=Comp(n, m)( fn(h))( fun(r ))( fun(t ))),
where Poly (( f1 , ..., fk) )==Poly( f1) 6 } } } 6 Poly( fk).
The function fun( ) used in these definitions is defined to produce the function
part of elements of the type, it is a polymorphic function defined independent of the
recursive predicate.
Definition.
Poly( f )==C1( f ) 6 } } } 6 C4( f ) 6 Rec( f ) 6 Comp( f )
P ==[ f : D & Poly( f )]
Bellantoni and Cook inductively define a class B of functions containing the base
functions defined by C1 , ..., C4 and closed under the recursion combinator, Rec,
defined above and under safe composition, Comp, defined above. It is trivial to see
that our P formalizes their B.
Theorem 1. For every element f of B there is an equivalent term f of P and con-
versely.
Theorem 2 (Bellantoni and Cook).
v For every f # PTime, there is an f $ # B such that f (x )= f $(x ; } ).
v For every f # B, f (x , y ) is in PTime.
Other inductive classes. The same technique used to define P can clearly be used
to define the elementary functions, E, or the primitive recursive ones, Prim. For any
of these classes, the codes provide a way to define resource bounds such as time( f )
or space( f ).
+-recursive functions. It is interesting that we can use a natural feature of the
Nuprl type theory to define an internal inductive model of the general recursive
functions, R.
Consider the set of functions F=7n : N . (Nn+1  N) and the subset F .
[ f : F | _n : N .arity( f )=n+1 and \x : Nn ._y : N . f (x, y)=0].
On the subset we can define +y . ( f (x, y)=0) as the least y such that f (x, y)=0.
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The mu-operator +y . ( f (x, y)=0) can be defined as
mu y0. ( f (x, y)=0), where
mu yz . ( f (x, y)=0)== if f (x, z)=0 then z
else mu yz+1.( f (x, y)=0).
For any f # F , it is trivial to show for any x by induction on the y such that
f (x, y)=0 that +y . ( f (x, y)=0) is defined. The interesting point is that the use of
the subset type to define F tells us that we know constructively that for each x there
is a y such that f (x, y)=0, but we do not have access to the y. The mu operator
is able to find it.
It is a simple matter to transcribe Kleene’s [29] definition of the mu-recursive
functions, R, into the form [ f : F | Recursive( f )], where Recursive( f ) is a recur-
sive predicate that uses a clause of the form Mu( f ), where
Mu( f )==_g : F .arity(g)=arity( f )+1 6
Recursive(g) 6 fun( f )=*x .+y . (g(x, y)=0).
This definition provides an implicit programming language for the general recursive
functions.
3.4. Internal Computational Complexity Measures
From Theorems 1 and 2 we know that P is a correct definition of PTime. But
we do not know that any program in the programming logic, i.e., a term of the
theory 6+7+, runs in PTime. The entire language might be infeasible because of
bad design. This possibility can be grasped by comparison with another formalism.
In ZF set theory the classes R and B can be defined, but there is no concept of
computability on terms.
Let us call a language internally computational (for F) provided that for each
computable function f in F, there is a term f of the language that is computable and
denotes f, i.e., on all numerals n, f (n) reduces to a number. Likewise call a language
internally feasible iff for each f in PTime (over F) there is a term f in the language
which is feasibly computable, i.e., f (n) reduces to a number in polynomial time in
the size of n.
Theorem 3. The language 6+7+ is internally feasible.
We know this result for Nuprl and can prove it similarly. We only need to note
that the evaluation behaves ‘‘reasonably’’ on the terms used to build elements of P.
We actually know that we can directly mimic the Bellantoni and Cook proof of
Theorem 2 and show that all the terms inductively constructed to be in P are
PTime computable in 6+7+.
Indeed we can exactly reflect this analysis inside the theory if we define a com-
plexity measure on the witnessing code. That is, the elements of P are of the form
( f, pf ) , where f # D and pf is a proof term that inductively shows that f satisfied
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Poly( f ). We can reflect the definition of time used in Bellantoni and Cook on these
codes. For example, we would define Time(Rec(n, m)(g)(h1)(h2)) as
Time(Rec(n, m)(g)(h1)(h2))(0, x ; a )= Time(g)(x ; a )
Time(Rec(n, m)(g)(h1)(h2))(iy, x ; a )=
Time(hi ( y, x ; Rec(n, m)(g)(h1)(h2)( y, x ; a )))+
Time(Rec(n, m)(g)(h1)(h2)( y, x ; a )).
So given f # P we can define Time( f ), which takes as arguments the argument to
the function part of f and produces the number of steps taken to compute the term
coded in the witness of f.
The technique works to define on P, or any inductively defined class, computa-
tional complexity measures, say M. It is straightforward to define Time and Space
on P. Likewise, we could define a step function on R which counted the number
of reduction steps involving primitive recursion, composition and the mu-operator.
We say that a measure of this kind, say M, is faithful to a complexity measure
m on term provided that M( f )=m(term(code( f ))), where term is a metalevel
function that rebuilds the function term of f from the proof witness given by
code( f ).
Theorem 4. Time on P is faithful to time.
The proof is just a matter of showing that Time mimics the time measure on
terms. This can be done because we have picked a class that uses only first order
functions. It is more interesting to show that this can be done for inductive classes
that use type 2 functions and higher. The result for type 2 can be proved using
Mehlhorn’s definitions [9, 38] or those in Bellantoni and Cook [6].
4. RESOURCE BOUNDED LOGICS
4.1. Programming Problems
The representation of logic defined in Section 2 allows us to state program
specifications as propositions to be constructively proved. For example, here is the
problem of finding the integer square root:
\n : N ._r : N .r2n<(r+1)2.
We would like to specify that this should be solved in polynomial time in the length
of n. We discuss next how to do this.
4.2. Extracting Efficient Programs
Systems like Alf [35], Coq [15], and Nuprl can extract programs from proofs.
They essentially implement the axiom of choice in this form:
\x : A ._y : B .R(x, y) O _ f : (A  B) .\x : A .R(x, f (x)).
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The system builds a program in A  B given a proof, say pf, of \x : A ._y : B .R(x, y).
Let AC be the system function, then AC( pf ) # A  B. The computational
complexity of AC( pf ) depends on the proof pf. It is often quite easy to see how to
control the proof to achieve a feasible program. The report by Nogin [41] gives
interesting examples from automata theory.
The technique that Nogin uses is to analyze at the metalevel the computational
interpretation of a proof step. This is like explicitly showing that a program has a
certain complexity. Another way to know that a program is feasible is to build it
in a limited way, say by the operations that Cobam used to define P or by the
Bellantoni and Cook operations or by Leivant’s predicative recurrence.
The analogue of building programs in a limited way is building proofs in a
limited way, which constrains AC( pf ). For example, we might use induction
principles like bounded recursion on notation or some BellantoniCook induction
principle based on classifying the universally quantified variables into safe and
normal. We might write a quantifier such as \x ; y : A ._z : B .R(x , y , z). To
guarantee that AC( pf ) is feasible, we need to restrict all of the inference rules and
lemmas that are used in the proof. We are exploring ways of doing this in Nuprl
by recognizing feasible combinations of theorem proving procedures (we call these
feasible tactics). We do not discuss this topic here but there is a large design space
to investigate in describing and classifying feasible tactics.
There is a serious shortcoming in both approaches to analyzing the computa-
tional complexity of AC( pf ), namely they do not provide a way to stipulate as part
of the programming task that the solution should be feasible. To accomplish this
we need the notion of a resource bounded logic to which we turn next.
4.3. Resource Bounded Logics
We want a way to pose a programming task of the form \x : A ._y : B .R(x, y)
such that for any proof pf of this proposition, AC( pf ) will be in Poly(A  B),
which are the polynomial time computable functions from A to B.
We call such a task a feasible programming task. The key to specifying a feasible
programming task is to use the propositions-as-types principle in combination with
the ability to define computational complexity classes.
Notice that if we can define the polynomial time subset of 6x : A .B and call it
Poly(6x : A .B), then by the definition of \x : A .B under propositions-as-types in
Section 2, this is a specification of a feasible task. Indeed we expect that a correct
definition of Poly(6x : A .7y : B .R(x, y)) is the notion of a feasible programming
task. So our job is to define Poly(6x : A .B).
One way to make this definition is to extend the methods of Section 3 to func-
tionals. We could use the Go del functionals of finite type over N [20, 51] presented
in the style of primitive recursion (say following Grzegorczyk [21]). Such a defini-
tion can be rendered in type theory as an inductive definition, and then complexity
measures can be defined. But a large amount of work is required to make this
definition, and once we have it, it cannot easily be used to constrain the natural
proofs. Essentially, we are forced to perform proofs in the inner model of the logic
provided by the Go del functionals as realizers in propositions-as-types.
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A more useful way to proceed in practice is to reflect the terms, term, of the logic
in a type, Term and reflect the evaluation relation, t evalsto t$ to the relation rep(t)
Evalsto rep(t$), where rep(t) is the internal representation of a term. The details of
this are given in [3, 11]. We also define the notion of the denotation of a term,
Ref (t, a, A) which says that the reference of t # Term is a # A. Then we define
T =[x : Term | _a : A .Ref (x, a, A)]. We can impose complexity measures on T for
any type T by counting the number of evaluation steps required to reach canonical
form. The cost model we use to measure the number of steps is a ‘‘realistic’’ measure
of the kind mentioned in Section 3. (See also Morrisett et al. [40], and [30] for
a discussion of cost models.) We also measure the size of terms as the number of
symbols. We can impose the standard measure of complexity on higher-order func-
tionals [9, 13, 38, 4648] by assigning unit step cost in evaluating arguments to
functionals, but charging operations on the output at normal cost. The details of
these measures are found in [11].
With these definitions we can define the notion of polynomial time complexity
functions in any function type 6x : A .B. Denote them by Poly(6x : A .B). The non-
dependent case is Poly(A  B). With these definitions we can express resource
bounded quantification as \polyx : A .B==Poly(6x : A .B). The specification of a
polynomial integer root program is
\Poly x : N ._r : N .r2x<(r+1)2.
We also have the complexity theoretic axiom of choice
\Poly x : A ._y : B .R(x, y) O _ f : Poly(A  B) .\x : A .R(x, f (x)).
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